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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the quasilinear delay difference equation of the form  
                                                  




      
and obtained sufficient conditions for the oscillation for all solutions. Examples are given to illustrate the main results. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we study the oscillatory behavior of even order quasilinear delay difference equation of the form 




             
where   is the forward difference operator defined by 1n n nx x x    and  0 0 0 0, 1, 2,...n n n    and 0n  is a 
nonnegative integer, subject to the following conditions: 
 1C   and   are ratios of odd positive integers; 









   and 0na   for all 0n ; 
   3 nC   is a nondecreasing sequence of integers and n n   with n   as n . 
 By a solution of equation (1.1), we mean a real sequence  nx defined and satisfying equations (1.1) for all 
0n . Such a solution is said to be oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually negative and 
nonoscillatory otherwise. 
 In [2-5, 9-11, 13, 14, 16, 17], the authors investigated the oscillatory behavior or higher order difference 
equations. 
 In [11], the authors studied the nonoscillatory solutions fo higher order linear difference equation of the form  
  1 0
m
n n nx a x     
where 2m   and 1   .  
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Consider the following equation 
(1.2)   3 3 34 4 0.n nn nx x              
Using matlab we found that equation (1.2) has two nonoscillatory solutions    (0.5) , (0.3831)n nn nx x   and 
two oscillatory solutions sin , cosn nn nx r n x r n    where 1.2116r  and 12.39 

. Now the question is: 
Can one obtain conditions under which all solutions of equation (1.1) are oscillatory?. The purpose of this work is to give 
an affirmative answer to this question. Therefore in this paper, we obtain some new sufficient conditions for the 
oscillation of all solutions of equation (1.1). 
 In Section 2, we establish some sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of equation (1.1) and in 
Section 3, we present some examples to illustrate the main results. The results established in this paper are discrete 
analogue of that in [15]. 
2. Main Results 
To obtain our main results, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Let  nx be defined for 0n n  and 0nx  with
m
nx  of constant sign for 0n n  and not identically 
zero. Then, there exists an integer , 0k k m   with ( )m k  odd for 0m nx   and ( )m k  even for 0
m
nx   
such that  
(i) 1k m   implies ( 1) 0m i i nx
    for all  0 , 1n n k i m    ; 
(ii) 1k   implies 0i nx   for all large 0 , 1 1n n i k     . 
Lemma 2.2. Let  nx be defined for 0n n  and 0nx  with 0
m
nx   and not identically zero. Then, there exists an 










x n n x n n
m
 
    

 


















   
  
 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 can be found in [1]. 



















   and 


































   
  
        
is oscillatory. If  
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(2.2)  
   
  0























       




























       
hold for every constant 0M  , then every solution of equation (1.1) is oscillatory. 
Proof: Let  nx  be  a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1.1). Without loss of generality we may assume that  nx  is 
eventually positive. It follows from equation (1.1) and Lemma 2.1 that there exists three possible cases: 
(i) 
10, 0, 0, 0m mn n n nx x x x
        and   1 0mn na x

   ; 
(ii) 
2 10, 0, 0, 0m mn n n nx x x x
         and   1 0mn na x

   ; 
(iii) 
10, 0, 0j jn n nx x x
      for every odd integer 1,2,...,j n s   and 1 0,m nx
   
  1 0mn na x

   for all 1n n . 



























mn n n  . Hence by equation (1.1), we see that  1mn n ny a x

   is a positive solution of the 


















    
  
 


















   
  
 
has an eventually positive solution for 2n n . This contradicts the fact that (2.1) is oscillatory. 























         
Then 0nw   for 1n n . Taking into consideration that  1mn na x

  is decreasing, we have 
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1/ 1 1/ 1
1, .
m m
s s n na x a x s n n
        




 and summing from n  to 1 , we obtain  
  
1
2 2 1/ 1
1/
1
.m m mn n n
s n s







     

  
Letting  , we have 
  
2 1/ 10 .m mn n n nx a x




















Then, by (2.5), we obtain  
(2.6)  1.n nw
            
In view of (2.5), we have 
  
       
   
1 2 1 2
2 2
1
m m m m




a x x a x x
w
x x
   
 
   
 

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   
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   
 
       
we observe that since 
1 0m nx
  , we deduce that 2m nx



























for all 1.n n   
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   

 
Thus we have 
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   
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       
 
     
 
Multiplying the above inequality by 
n
  and summing from 3n  to 1n , we obtain 
 
 3 3 3 3





n n n n s s s s s
s n s n
w w w M q
m

      





    

   
or 
 
  3 33
(4 2 )1


















    
  
  
By using (2.5) and fact that 0s
  , which contradicts to (2.2). 
Assume Case(iii) hold. Taking into consideration that   1mn na x

  is nonincreasing, we have 
  
1/ 1 1/ 1
1,
m m
s s n na x a x s n n

















    
Summing the last inequality from n  to 1 , we have 
  
1
2 2 1/ 1
1/
1
.m m mn n n
s n s







    

  
Letting   , we get 
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     
or 
   
2 1/ 1 .m mn n n nx a x
      
Summing the above inequality from n  to  , we have 
   
3 1/ 1 .m mn n n s
s n




      
Again summing the last inequality from n  to   a total of ( 4)n  times, we have 
(2.8)  
( 4)














   

         
Summing the above inequality from n  to    implies that 
(2.9)  
( 3)































                      
Then 0nu   for all 1n n , we have 
  




















     
Using (1.1) and (2.10) in the last inequality, we have 











                         
By Mean Value Theorem, we have 
  
1 .n nx t x
      
where 1n nx t x   . Since 1  , we have 
(2.12)  
1 .n n nx x x
                           
Again using the inequality (2.12) in (2.11), we obtain  












     
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Multiplying the above inequality by 
nR

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                     
By setting   1,n n n nA R Q B R R
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    
  
  
Letting the limit supreme in the last inequality, we get a contradiction to (2.3). This completes the proof. 
 From Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following corollaries. 
Corollary 2.1. Let 4m   be even, and    1 3C C  hold. Further, assume that    and ,n n k k    is a 


























   
 
               
(2.15)  
   
  0






















              
and   
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           
hold, then every solution of equation (1.1) is oscillatory.  
























                 
If (2.2) and (2.3) hold for every constant 0M  , then every solution of equation (1.1) is oscillatory.  
3. Examples 
In this section, we present some examples to illustrate the main results. 
Example 3.1. Consider the fourth order difference equation  
(3.1)     3 1 11 0, 3.n nn ne x n e x n                       
Here 
1, ( 1) , 1, 4n nn n na e q n e n m
       and 1   . It is easy to see that all conditions of Corollary 
2.1 are satisfied. Hence every solution of equation (3.1) is oscillatory.  
Example 3.2. Consider the fourth order difference equation  







n ne x n e x n

                      
Here 
1
3, ( 1) , 1, 4, 3
n
n
n n na e q n e n m 

        and 1  . It is easy to see that all conditions of Corollary 
2.2 are satisfied. Hence every solution of equation (3.2) is oscillatory.  
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